RPK is a new cryptographic algorithm based on the discrete logarithm problem implemented using discrete exponentiation over finite Galois fields GF[2"]. This paper presents a high throughput RPK architecture, suitable for encrypting high bit-rates multimedia contents.
Introduction
Crypto block systems such as RSA or Diffie-Hellman [l] , presents a high level of security, but require large computational resources when applied to high bit rate applications. Conversely, stream ciphers systems are low cost and fast, but they are not considered secure enough [I] . The RPK [4,5] approach to public key encryption combines the best characteristics of both classical crypto block systems and stream ciphers systems yielding a secure system that require very low processing resources at very high throughput rates.
The RPK Algorithm
All RPK [4,5] system basic operations are mathematically equivalent to exponentiation in finite fields [2] . Private and public operation scheme is depicted in Figure 1 . Main features of the scheme are: the choice of the private key without restrictions, thus making possible the creation of the private key with a simple random generator, RPK is a non-deterministic crypto-system, therefore if the same key is used to encrypt a given plain-text twice, the two resulting cipher-text differ in a random fashion, the cipher-text has exactly the same length of the plain-text, provided that a short header block enabling the correct set-up of the system for the decryption is transmitted before the cipher-text, the state of the machine has no memory of its history. The two main desirable features of block and stream ciphers systems, respectively security and low complexity processing, are combined in the RPK system in two distinct phases: an initialization phase and a streaming 
The Phases
In more details the two distinct phases consist of: the crwto block: exuonentiations over finite Galois fields GF12"l is used to'find the final state K. The processing arc'hitkcture is based on shift registers, relatively simple to be The core RPK Crypto block processing is based on the use of the Galois fields representation, so it is possible to reduce the exponentiation to a much simpler multiplication of polynomials. This operation can he implemented in very simple and efficient ways using simple shift registers and a memory for the storage of the pre-defined polynoms. Figure 3 shows typical qualitative curves of the processing time/complexity of RPK and RSA versus bithit-rate of the plain/cipher-text. RPK requires an initial set-up time (Crypto-block processing) which is independent from the bitrate, hut just depend on the length of the public and private key. Afterwards the dependence on the bitrate is just given by the complexity of the Streaming Block (f(M,C)) which can be orders of magnitude lower than the Crypto-block processing. Conversely RSA processing complexity is proportional to the complete RSA Crypto-block which, at the same security level, is of the same order of magnitude of the RPK one and obviously much more complex than the RPK Streaming Block. The RPK high throughput performances, compared with RSA performances, have been confirmed by software simulations for high bitrate multimedia content. 
Conclusion

Phnre
The operations used in the RPK initialization phase are depicted in Table 1 Is easy to show that there are many more operations in RSA hybrid method than in RPK. The Stream Cipher Block is mostly made by shift registers and xor, which are efficient and very easy to implement in hardware architectures. The Keystream output has a periodicity of 2823 bits because of the fact that the lengths of the three different keys are Marsenne primes (607-127-89). There is the possibility of computing the Cipher Text byte by byte or word by word. In this way the operations number, shown in Table 2 , can be scaled down of a factor 8 or 32. This scalability allows several levels of security and speed according to the actual multimedia requirements.
